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CORONA VIRUS (COVID-19) ALERT & PRECAUTION AWARENESS MESSAGE 

 
Under the current situation of catastrophe and devastating consequences caused 

by the pandemic Corona Virus (COVID-19), its fast, furious and increasing trend that has 
swallowed thousands of lives of people to death and kept the millions others of being affected by 
it worldwide, it has become obligatory and bounden for all the people to enforce and adopt all 
possible and chalked out precautionary measures on and around them to protect themselves and 
people around them of being infected from this deadly virus. It is to keep in mind and realize that 
until now there is no cure and treatment of this virus and the only considerate exemplary solution 
and opinion to avert this danger is “PRECAUTION” and again “PRECAUTION”. The 
Government is playing its active and positive role and putting sincere and concerted efforts for 
sensitizing the masses and its now incumbent upon the people to become part of those efforts by 
enforcing all the declared and loudly proclaimed precautionary measures.  

The situation shall definitely improve, ameliorate and prosper if everybody takes 
and adopt the following precautionary measures seriously and exclusively those are placed for the 
sake of the knowledge and prudent safety. 

1. Social distancing is the key component under the circumstances and the people to 
maintain safe distance of at least 6’ (six feet) from each other and avoid frequent public 
interaction. 

2. Stay safe and stay home with very restricted outside movement that also in exigency. 
3. Frequent and regular washing of hands with soap and rinsing at least for 20 seconds. 
4. Use of hand sanitizer and avoid making contacts of hands touching eyes, nose mouth & 

face. 
5. Avoid shaking hands to each other and offer Salam & sentiments as per religious fervor.  
6. In case of appearance of declared symptoms of cough, flue, temperature (101.4 C or 

above), headache/body-ache immediately contact and rush to nearest health facility for 
test or confinement to the quarantine as the case may be. 

7. Cover the mouth with bent elbow when coughing or sneezing to avoid spread of droplets. 
8. Use surgical face masks. 
9. Maintain surrounding and environment neat and clean. 
10. Let’s work together to act as a responsible and law abiding citizen and proactively 

contribute in building the strong and health cautious society and nation. 
11. Convey loud and clear message for realizing and sensitizing the people around you to 

adhere the restrictions of health emergency declared by the government in real spirit. 
12. Together we can and we shall defeat the menace of Corona Virus (COVID-19) with 

observance of all defined and proclaimed precautionary measures.   
 
             

(SAYED RASOOL BUX SHAH) 
D I R E C T O R   

Copy FWCs to: 
 The District Education Officer (ES&HS)/(Primary) (All) of Hyderabad Region for 

ensuring the same measures under their administrative control. 
 For Office Record. 

 
CC for information to: 

 The worthy Secretary, School Education & Literacy Department, Government of Sindh, 
Karachi. 

 The P.S to Minister For Education & Literacy Sindh, Karachi. 
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